2019-2020 Movies and Dates
Friday, 20th of September 2019
Valentin is Acapulco's resident playboy womanizer, until a former
fling, a young American named Julie, leaves a baby on his doorstep
and takes off without a trace. Leaving Mexico for Los Angeles to find
the baby's mother, Valentin ends up finding a new home for himself
and his newfound daughter, Maggie. An unlikely father figure,
Valentin raises Maggie for six years, while also establishing himself as
one of Hollywood's top stuntmen to pay the bills, with Maggie acting
as his on-set coach. As Valentin raises Maggie, she forces him to grow
up too. But their unique and offbeat family is threatened when
Maggie's birth mom, Julie, shows up out of the blue after six years

Friday, 15th of November 2019
For nearly twenty-five long years, the horrendous unresolved rape
and murder case of the young Liliana Coloto is still haunting the
retired Buenos Aires criminal investigator, Benjamín Espósito.
Obsessed with the perplexing mystery, Benjamín sets out to write a
book with the aid of a former colleague, the beautiful prosecutor
and the secret object of his desire, Irene Menéndez Hastings,
hopeful of putting the pieces together. Little by little, as the team
flashes back to 1970s Argentina, and then, back to the present, a
furious search for the truth will eventually unravel a nightmare
which spans more than two decades of secrets. But are they really
prepared to face the truth?

2019-2020 Movies and Dates
Friday, 17th of January 2020
It's just another day on the job for a band of badass war zone rescue
workers as they defy death and confront war's absurdities. The
setting is 1995, "somewhere in the Balkans." Over the course of 24
breathless hours, Mambrú (Benicio del Toro), leads his team of
humanitarians-including hard-bitten, wisecracking veteran B (Tim
Robbins) and new recruit Sophie (Melanie Thierry)-as they deal with a
most unexpected crisis, layers of bureaucratic red tape, and the
reappearance of Mambrú's old flame (Olga Kurylenko). Through it all,
the group handles the less-than-glamorous realities of life in a
combat zone the only way they know how: with selfless bravery and
a healthy dose of irreverent humor.

Friday, 13th of March 2020
Film about Teresa Wilms Montt’s life, a Chilean writer, poet, and
anarcha-feminist. Described as "embodying sexual aberrance and
social prophesy",she was a friend of the writers Ramón Gómez de la
Serna, Enrique Gómez Carrillo, Joaquín Edwards Bello, Víctor
Domingo Silva, and Ramón Valle-Inclán.

2019-2020 Movies and Dates
Friday, 15th of May 2020
Two grifters - boyish, likable Juan and hard-edged, scheming
Marcos - meet by chance. Marcos, who seems to have cheated
everyone he knows including his siblings, is missing his partner, so
he offers to teach Juan tricks for a day. Juan accepts because he has
some savings, but needs more to bribe a judge to release his father
from prison. Marcos gets a call from an aging, ill ex-associate
needing help to sell a forged set of rare stamps, the Nine Queens,
to a businessman about to be deported (he can't take cash out of
Argentina, but could take the stamps). When the con men have to
improvise, Marcos asks Juan to use his savings to set up the deal. Is
Juan about to be conned?

Friday, 3rd of July 2020
Fernando Trueba presents his love affair with Latin jazz, his camera
following 13 giants into the studio. Trueba drapes walls with single
colors - red for Jerry González and the Fort Apache band, white for
Tito Puente; his camera is close to faces, instruments, hands, and
feet; bands' colors contrast with walls or their leader's clothes.
Chucho Valdés does a pyrotechnic solo then joins his aged father
Bebo for a subdued duet. Puntilla Ríos takes us to Africa, Chano
Domínguez to a marriage of jazz and Flamenco, and Eliane Elias, her
shoe-less foot on the pedal, to gorgeous and muscular elegance.
With Paquito, Cachao, Patato, Chico, Gato, and Michel Camilo, we
travel Calle 54.

Venue: Cambridge Spanish Centre - 60 Hills Road - Cambridge, CB2 1LA
Days: on selected Fridays
Time: 7pm
Price: FREE, limited seats, arrive early!
For further information please contact us:


info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com



01223 561854

